ABOUT NEWCASTLE CLIMATE CHANGE RESPONSE:

NCCR is a group of friendly passionate locals from all walks of life committed to the declaration Climate Change: Not on Our Watch. Through connecting with and growing diverse communities and providing a first place for concerned individuals to come, bound by principles of nonviolence, inclusion and relationality its purpose is to bring together anyone who wants to co-create the powerful and effective nationwide response necessary to keep the world within safe levels of warming for generations to come.

You’re invited! The third Thursday of the month at the

Croatian Wickham Sports Club, Albert Street Wickham, 5.30-7.30pm Find us on Facebook

Hope to see you there!

“WHAT WILL YOU DO? HOW WILL YOU TAKE YOUR ACTION, AND WHO WITH?”

“The cavalry is not coming – it’s here already: you and those about you– you’re it!!”

NCCR is possibly different from what you might expect in a "local action group" in that we don’t have formal leaders, office holders, a legal structure and don’t make "group decisions" on what we are going to do. - We are all about organic collective action as chosen by each of us, and empowering ourselves and everyone we know who is determined to stop climate change to do just that! Second, while we know that local and personal action is essential so that we can know we are doing our own individual part, our focus and context is intentionally and firmly global: Australia needs to be part of global action on this issue.
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“Not on our watch”
Q. What is to be done about Climate Change?
A. Just about everything. (Politics, art, technical advance, social movements, education, community support, economic reform, industrial development, social justice, and equity,...[hint: the list is endless]}

Q. I want to do something useful. How can I find the best match between:
- my skills, availability, and passion;
- a useful, important, and rewarding project?

A. Consider coming to a NCCR starter culture gathering. The meetings are friendly, with food (by donation). Join in with a current project, or start your own and find others! See you there :).

See our Facebook event page https://bit.ly/NCCRmeeting

GROWING THE
BROAD, INCLUSIVE, CONNECTED, UNSTOPPABLE MOVEMENT ON CLIMATE CHANGE NECESSARY TO MEET THE BIG HAIRY AUDACIOUS GOAL OF CUTTING THE WORLD'S EMISSIONS TO SAFE LEVELS WITHIN YEARS, NOT DECADES.

Not a campaign. A response.